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ABSTRACT 

Personalized image searching is the way to search images according to intentions of user and the personalized 

image result relevant to the individual user. Search engines like Google, Yahoo, MSN and various others are 

built to serve all users, for retrieving relevant information from web, independent of the special needs of any 

individual user. We exploit this social annotation and propose a framework considering user interest and query 

relevance to personalize image search. This paper covers the proposed image search framework which is 

divided into three steps: Keyword-based search, Personalized search and Ranking model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Google is the most popular search engine today. Many search engines do not provide result according to user 

interest. People have faced poor experienced on search. Example suppose user loves animals and wish to search 

the images of “jaguar”, the normal web search will display around 10,000 of images which may contain the 

images of jaguar as a car, jaguar car logo and many images which are related to the keyword “jaguar”. The 

result will contain many irrelevant images and searching a relevant image from 10,000 images is not an easy 

task so user will not get correct retrieval coverage and retrieval accuracy. There are other some others reasons 

due to which such problems occur which are as follows: 

Queries are in general short and nonspecific, “IR” has the interpretation of both information retrieval and 

infra-red. 

Users may have different intentions for the same query, e.g., Searching for “jaguar” by a car has a completely 

different meaning from searching by an animal specialist[1]. 

To tackle this problem personalization comes into picture. Personalized search is a search which considers the 

users interest, in above example the person is animal lover. So, by searching with personalization will improve 

the search experience on large extent. In personalized search it will cover all the images of user in which he/she 

is interested in. Personalized search is the best example which will improve the user experience in searching[9]. 

 

II. THE SEARCH FRAMEWORK 

In this framework the query document which gives the non-personalized relevance and the user interest 

document which gives the personalized relevance are consider simultaneously and there is no need to merge 

these documents. The search framework is divided into 3 steps: 
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1. Keyword-based Search 

2. Personalized Search   

3. Ranking Model 

 

1. Keyword-Based Search 

This is the first phase of the personalized search result. The keyword based search gives the non-personalized 

relevance. Example suppose user loves apple devices and wish to search the images of “apple”, the normal web 

search will display around 55,000 of images which may contain the images of apple as a fruit, apple company 

logo and many images which are related to the keyword apple. 

The result will contain many irrelevant images and searching a relevant image from 55,000 images is not an 

easy task so user will not get correct retrieval coverage and retrieval accuracy. The result contains the non-

personalized result i.e. it contains the images of apple fruit, apple logo and many others. 

 

2. Personalized Search 

Personalized searchrefers to search experiences that are tailored specifically to an individual's interests by 

incorporating information about the individual beyond specific query provided. Personalized search provides 

user the most relevant information compared to others. We would onto the process of personalize search further. 

Example suppose user wants to search images of apple devices so the search result will consist of images of 

apple devices. 
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3. Ranking Model 

In this phase the relevant images of user query are ranked on the basis of the popularity of the image. The result 

will give the priority to that image which is most popular among the search result. The image which is more 

popular is displayed first. Example if the user searches for apple then search resultwhich are provided to the user 

would be apple devices. This search result which are generated are based on user search history[3][9].   

 

 

III. PROCESS FOR SEARCHING 

Personalize search involves four steps to generate user relevant search results which are as follows: - 

1. Ranking Based Multi-correlation tensor Factorization (RMTF).  

2. User Specific Topic Modeling (USTM). 

3. Topic-Sensitive Users Preferences (TSUP). 

4. User Specific Query Mapping (USQM). 

In Step 1, When user u tagged on any particular image id, then that user id, image id, tag named is stored into a 

database at an offline stage. This database is given as an input to RMTF model. The RMTF model calculates 

user’s preferences to assign the tag to a particular image i.e. RMTF provide the users annotation prediction. 

RMTF calculates user’s preferences by using sigmoid (objective) function sigmoid function retunes values 

between 0 to 1 that means user preferences lies in between 0 to 1. 
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In Step 2, After calculating RMTF values, corpus is created for generating topic modeling. Corpus is the folder 

in which no of folders are created for each user manually. Each folder contains text file for each image and that 

text file contains tags that user given to that particular image. Corpus gives as an input to the algorithm. 

 

In Step 3, TSUP calculates top preferences according to particular user tagging to any image. TSUP calculates 

topic-sensitive user’s preferences by using RMTF and USTM model. This phase gives the result of personalized 

search. The images which are relevant to the user query are retrieved based on the mapping of query and user 

interest. 

In Step 4, User fired query q on search engine then that query q map from user specific topics. If query q 

mapped from USTM then relevant terms of that topic are arranged in ascending order according to topic 

sensitive user preferences [7][8]. 

 

IV. COMPARISON 

Keyword search: It takes more time and complexity because the system does not know which particular term 

user wants to know and to gather all the images according to the keyword. It has less relevance because 

sometimes it does not give the query image which user wants. It also has no data storage since it doesn’t provide 

any result based on the search history. 

Personalize search: It takes less time and complexity since the user has already mapped an image and according 

to his choice the images are appeared. It has high relevance than keyword-based search because the user gets the 

image according to his/her query. 

Ranking model: It has high time and complexity since the search engine scans the user’s browsing history and 

then gives the result according to the annotation prediction. It has large data storage since the user’s search 

history is scanned. It also has high relevance for the users who are previously used search engine for searching 

an image since it becomes easy for the search engine to find the query image and the user too gets the result 

accordingly [5][6]. 
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V. ADVANTAGES 

From our side we think ranking model is the most efficient and relevant for the existing user and personalize 

search is efficient for the user’s who are searching for the first time. 

Advantages for Ranking model: 

 It shows relevant results according to the user’s preference. 

 It gives the best social annotation prediction after scanning the browsing history, 

Advantages for Personalize search: 

 It occupies less storage 

 It also takes less time and complexity 

 It also gives social annotation prediction but after scanning the search engine’s browsing history[9]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We presented three components of personalized search. We simultaneously explained the process for searching 

user’s relevant image using ranking model. Ranking based multi-correlation tensor factorization is used to 

eliminate the severe sparsity problems appeared in existing system. The system introduces two main 

components to obtain personalize image search. First is to calculate user’s preferences to assign a tag to the 

image and second is the selection of single keyword query for relevant image searching. Users sensitive topics 

are generated to predict the users profile. The query mapping or query relevance and topic sensitive user 

preferences(TSUP) are integrated into final ranked result of relevant images. 

In future our project can be expanded toimplement personalization of imageslike various photo sharing websites 

like Facebook, Instagram, tumblr, etc. We would also like to do personalization for videos, words and news too. 

We would also expand our classifier which will help the search result to be more personalized and user-friendly. 

Inclusion of HD images would also be there in our personalized search result. We would also like to improve 

the response time and search complexity as well. 
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PARAMETERS KEYWORD 

SEARCH 

PERSONALIZE 

SEARCH 

RANKING 

MODEL 

TIME HIGH LESS HIGH 

COMPLEXITY HIGH LESS HIGH 

DATA STORAGE ---- LESS HIGH 

RELEVANCE LESS HIGH HIGH 
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